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Franklin, Oops, Mud & Cupcake is an engaging account of four canoe trips in northern Canada

written by outdoor author and adventurer Michael D. Pitt. Michael's intimate writing style brings you

"into the canoe" as he and his wife Kathleen discover the strength, challenges and self-reliance that

come from absolute isolation. The trips are on the Coppermine, Seal, Anderson & Snowdrift Rivers

in Northern Canada."Travel four rivers, camp 100 nights, and paddle almost 2000 kilometres. In a

friendly and inviting style, Michael Pitt shares his daily experiences and amusing anecdotes,

revealing the freedom and wilderness that has defined his life." - Brian Johnston, Arctic paddler and

author of "On Top of a Boulder: Notes from Tyrrell's Cairn" "Michael Pitt's narratives of four Arctic

and sub-Arctic canoe trips are as much inner as outward journeys in the search for meaning to life."-

Carey Robson, master instructor, Recreational Canoeing Association of BC "Michael's writing is

engaging and immensely enjoyable... a valuable guidebook to these awesome rivers. It is personal,

honest, wise, and even a bit cheeky - a joy to read." - Dan Burnett, lifelong tripper of Canadian

wilderness rivers "A real pleasure to follow Michael Pitt down four spectacular northern wilderness

rivers. The book prompts the reader to be who you are no matter the source of the challenge!" -

Tony Shaw, master instructor and perennial wilderness paddler
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An enjoyable read about paddling Canada's far north. This book has given me ideas for further

travels in the Artic. While it is not the same as being there yourself through the book I was allowed

the opportunity to share their travels

Amusing tales of true adventure in the faraway vastness of the remaining frontier. A good read filled

with humor and wisdom earned the hard way.

This is a fun book to read, whether you are planning a wilderness trip, or perhaps simply reminiscing

about when you did such delightful things. Here are comments from advance reviewers:"Travel four

rivers, camp 100 nights, and paddle almost 2000 kilometres. In a friendly and inviting style, Michael

Pitt shares his daily experiences and amusing anecdotes, revealing the freedom and wilderness

that has defined his life." - Brian Johnston, Arctic paddler and author of "On Top of a Boulder: Notes

from Tyrrell's Cairn""Michael Pitt's narratives of four Arctic and sub-Arctic canoe trips are as much

inner as outward journeys in the search for meaning to life."- Carey Robson, master instructor,

Recreational Canoeing Association of BC"Michael's writing is engaging and immensely enjoyable...

a valuable guidebook to these awesome rivers. It is personal, honest, wise, and even a bit cheeky -

a joy to read." - Dan Burnett, lifelong tripper of Canadian wilderness rivers"A real pleasure to follow

Michael Pitt down four spectacular northern wilderness rivers. The book prompts the reader to be

who you are no matter the source of the challenge!" - Tony Shaw, master instructor and perennial

wilderness paddler

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve been curling up with your book every night in bed and reading a bit before

going to sleep. (No, the goal was not to put myself to sleepÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s just

a cozy place to read anything, especially about the Barren Grounds.) I wanted to let you know how

much I enjoyed it. You have a distinctive voice, very different from what is found in most books of

this sort that IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve read, and a great witÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ I frequently found myself

giggling and/or reading stuff aloud to my partner.Thanks so much for the great read! And after

teasing my partner with tidbits, now I shall hand it on...
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